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his years. 
The larger industry soon took notice. Joey was fea-

tured on A$AP Rocky’s “1 Train” (alongside Kendrick Lamar, 
Yelawolf, Big K.R.I.T., and Action Bronson), and he opened 
up for Mac Miller at New York City’s legendary Roseland 
Ballroom. Rumors even flew that Jay Z was courting him for 
his Roc Nation label. 

But this success isn’t just luck; it’s all in the plans. Joey is 
a firm believer in goals and creates vision boards to outline 
them. His meeting with Jay Z was even something he had 
predicted. In “Waves” on 1999, he raps: “But it's far from 
over/Won't stop 'til I meet Hova and my momma's in a Rover.” 
On the day of our interview, he went to pick up his mom in a 
Range Rover. “Everything has come full circle this year,” he 
says. “Everything I was manifesting years prior. Today, it’s in 
my hands.”
  
Joey still hasn’t signed with any major record label, choos-
ing to record without the big-budget studios, marketing, 
and promotional muscle that would come with one. But the 
risky decision is paying off and setting him apart from his 
contemporaries. He dropped B4.DA.$$ in January 2015. It 
debuted at No. 5 on the Billboard charts and sold more than 
53,000 copies in its first week. “Overall, I was really happy 
with the way everything turned out,” he says. “Being my first 

debut effort, it [did] really well for itself independently.” 
Shunning the traditional music-industry machine hasn’t 

kept him from reaching listeners far and wide, including 
those in very high places. Before the release of B4.DA.$$, 
Joey received an unexpected surge of promotion from 
an unlikely source, President Barack Obama’s 17-year-old 
daughter, Malia, who was spotted wearing a Pro Era T-shirt 
on Instagram. The First Daughter selfie caused an uproar (no 
one knows how she got the shirt or how she became a Pro 
Era fan) and catapulted Joey into the international arena. But 
he’s not gassing himself up over his most high-profile fan. 
“She’s never been to a show,” he laughs.  

Still, whether it’s Malia Obama, Jay Z, or a spectator 
on crutches, Joey Bada$$ fans stand hard for him. And 
why wouldn’t they? Among rappers producing meaning-
less music and backed by labels, Joey Bada$$ is setting 
his own path while staying true to what matters to him. His 
entrepreneurial spirit is evident at the age of 20, and that’s 
why we want him to win. “I’m still really regular,” he says. He 
still lives in Brooklyn and geeks out over the simple things. 
Case in point: His standout memories from his most recent 
tour were all about just hanging out with his friends. “We 
went to the amusement park! Like, everywhere we could. 
In Japan, in Copenhagen. We went paintballing. We went to 
the beach. It was nice!” he recalls.

Joey may be a regular guy, but he has big dreams for the 
future. “I’ve always been really spiritual as a child, and I 
believe that our thoughts shape our realities. Like, what I’m 
living now is the result of what I was thinking three years 
ago.” So what does Joey Bada$$ want for the future? “I’m 
pretty stoked about this next album. I want to triple every-
thing that I did [previously].” The rapper says the project 
is still piecemeal due to his grueling touring and travel 
schedule, but he’s going to lay down ideas—and images 
onto his vision board—once he gets a moment to breathe. 
“It’s hard to create and get all my ideas out because I’m 
moving so much,” he says.

He also wants to become a multi-hyphenate and plans on 
acting in his first film next year. Even his cinematic goal is lofty. 
“My ideal role is to be a revolutionary cat in the movie. Some-
body who changes people’s views. I can’t really explain,” he 
says. The movie in his mind is so pioneering, nothing like it 
exists. “I’m trying to think of a movie as an example, but I 
don’t think they really made one yet. I’m ready to jump, to 
take off to the next chapter.” □

It’s a beautiful evening in late August, and the sun is 
beginning to set over a gaggle of surfers on Gilgo Beach 
on Long Island. Brendon Babenzien comes into view 
wearing a wetsuit and holding a surfboard under his arm. 

“This could’ve been four nights in a row,” says the 
Long Island native. Gilgo Beach is just one of the beaches 
Babenzien, 44, grew up surfing. “If there were waves, I 
would be here,” he recalls. That’s not hard to imagine. 
After all, it was his idea to conduct part of the interview 
here. As we walk toward the parking lot, he looks back 
at the water with the kind of expression a child makes 
after being told to come in for dinner.  

Babenzien changes into a well-worn purple T-shirt and 
off-white utility pants by Supreme, a skateboarding brand 
with the cult following every CEO dreams of. In fact, the 
store’s  SoHo location in New York City, which sells 
everything from boards to parkas to stickers, regularly 
has a line that wraps around the corner for launches. 
Behind it all was Babenzien, who served as creative 
director for 15 years. 

Interview by Sachin Bhola
Photograhy by William Yan

Brendon Babenzien, Supreme’s former creative 
director, lets us in on his revived label, Noah.

Everything Old 
is New Again
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In February 2015, he announced his departure and 
plans to revive his own label, Noah, which originally 
launched in 2002. The line consists of waterproof 
T-shirts, Merino-wool-lined running shorts, and plush 
white blazers with the Noah logo on the back—which is 
to say the kind of clothing Babenzien, and the Gilgo 
Beach crowd, would sport.

I talked to the perpetually innovative entrepreneur about 
what it takes to build a brand in today’s market, under-
standing youth culture, and what we can expect from 
Noah in the coming year. 

How has Noah evolved since launching in the early 2000s?
Well, it went from me doing it to not doing it to not doing 
it again. It didn't evolve in a physical way, but it's evolved 
for sure in my mind.
  
Is there a difference between how you originally 
approached designing the line and how you do today? 
No, the approach is exactly the same. The only difference 
is I have more information now. I have more resources. 
There really isn't a design process. I don't actually step 
back and think about a full group of things I need to 
make. I kind of say, "Well, I like that and I'll do that, 
and I like this and I’ll do this." I don't question it. I don't 
worry about it. I just kind of go through it.

I think this comes from my practical approach. Look, 

I don't try to create this dreamy scenario—I'm a realist. 
I’m not trying to build a brand that’s built on an image. 
I’m building a brand that’s built on my real-life experi-
ences and the people around me. Some of that is purely 
functional, some of it is style, and some of it is combined. 
The result is that it's an honest expression of us. I can just 
go ahead and do what I do, and however it comes out is 
going to be correct for Noah.
 
What’s changed on the business side?
The world has changed in a way where it's allowing me 
to operate how I would have liked to have operated back 
then. I don't necessarily have to go into wholesale busi-
ness today. I can open a store. I can have a website. I 
can control my own community and culture, and am not 
beholden to the big retailers to make or break me. I’m 
not at the whim of some buyer who maybe this season 
is really into what I’m doing and the next is onto some-
thing else. Today, I can just live in my corner of the world, 
doing what I do, for the people who are interested. That 
is tremendous.
 
What evolution have you noticed in your customer?
The customer is way more sophisticated on a number 
of levels, but we still have a long way to go. They are 
more sophisticated in style—everyone looks good now. 
Everyone dresses well. Almost to the point where that's 
not even interesting anymore. It's like, “Well, every-

body looks good, so now we’re all cool-looking. What 
do we do now?” What can we layer on top of us all look-
ing good? Well, how about actually being good, doing 
good, and making better choices.

The difference in people is so subtle when it comes to 
style; the smallest choices matter. That’s kind of where I 
exist. I exist in this tiny sliver of space. We add a social 
component, because we care. We want to make stuff in 
places where people are paid well, have a nice life. We 
want people to buy less. We want people to be active in a 
variety of ways. We don't care if it's physically active or 
mentally active; we just want people to actually be some-
thing as opposed to just looking like they are some brand.

As your customer ages, what differences do you see, if any? 
As I get older, I don't see that much of a difference 
between young and old. I think that’s one of the things 
that’s happening. You talk about evolution—the customer 
has evolved in a way where you can get older and still 
retain really interesting, youthful concepts, ideas, and 
things in your life. You don't have to get old, be washed 
up, and that's it. You can still dress well. You can still like 
new music. You can still be physically active. That's a 
new, interesting wrinkle in the market that’s changed a 
number of things.
 
Like what?
I’m trying to encourage people to drop all of the notions 
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of what this is. This is surf. That is skate. This is fashion. 
This is this. The whole concept is silly to me. It worked in 
the ’70s and the ’80s, when we needed it as a guideline, 
because it hadn't existed before. 

Then it became the idea of surf-specific clothing and 
skate-specific clothing. It's silly. We try, internally, not 
to have any of those conversations. Let's just talk about 
style, just generally. I don't wear traditional surf trunks 
at the beach—does that make me any less of a surfer? 
I wear elastic lace, really short, weirdo-Jim-Croce 
fucking shorts. Does that make me a non-surfer? No. 
I’ve been surfing nearly my whole life. Everyone is 
free to interpret things the way they want to—regard-
less of age. 

What are your thoughts on streetwear today? What do you 
think it’s getting right?
First off, I would say for sure I am not an authority on 
streetwear. Seriously. There are people out there I know 
who know everything about streetwear.
 
Brendon, I can't believe you’re saying you’re not an author-
ity on streetwear. 
No. I am telling you right now, Sachin—it's a very strange 
thing that's occurred. In all the time that I’ve been doing 
this, I haven't kept track of anything. I’m not an author-
ity. I don't know anything about the history of sneakers. 
I can't tell you which Jordan came when.

You’re an authority in the sense that you’ve defined so 
much of it.
I’ve been a part of it. I can't remember any of it. I have sense 
memory. You want to talk about skating in the ’80s? There 
are kids who can tell you which artist and which graphic for 
what industry in which year. I will remember the graphic 
innately, because I sold it in the store I worked at, because 
I ordered them every week, but I won't remember any-
thing else. I can give you this tactile, real feeling, but I 
can't give you an encyclopedic—what's the word I am 
looking for?—lesson on any of it. 

I have friends who can. Some of them weren't actually 
around for any of it, but they know it. With that said, I 
would never in a million years want to operate or even 
consider myself any kind of authority. I think the best I 
can say about myself is that I’ve been around a long time 
so I have seen a lot of things. What streetwear is getting 
right? That's such a crazy thing to think about, because I 
don't even know what streetwear means anymore.
 
What does streetwear mean to you?
I don't think it means anything. Because you have all 
these brands that never dubbed themselves street-
wear. They just did what they did. I don't know who 
decided to lump them all together and call them street-
wear, but somebody did. I'll just ask you a question: 
Is it streetwear if fill-in-the-blank streetwear brand is 
doing something, but then Topshop has stuff that looks 

exactly the same? Is it streetwear anymore, or is it just 
a mass thing now? I don't even know.

If we’re talking about core streetwear, the brands that 
actually do things well, what it's doing right is that it's 
addressing contemporary issues. In the case of what I 
believe to be arguably the most important brand of the 
last 20 years, Supreme, what Supreme has done, not with 
just individual pieces but with their cultural moments, 
the artists, the musicians, is that it's educated people. 
That is incredibly important. 

But I don't look at Supreme within that term of street-
wear. Supreme is its own universe. Nobody comes close. 
I hate to say it, because there are a lot of good people out 
there doing really good things, but nobody comes fuck-
ing close. When you say, “What are they doing right?” 
They are doing everything right; they are making a 
great product. The product looks good. It's contempo-
rary and relevant, but it's not overly trendy that you can't 
wear it next year or the year after that. Oftentimes, if 
you have a piece that is three or four years old, and you 
bring it out, people are like, "Oh, shit. That was a dope 
piece." Sometimes people are not even ready for their 
things. They look better later.

What is streetwear getting right if I'm using them as the 
benchmark? They are getting it right in understanding 
youth and what their interests are. In some cases, under-
standing that youngsters might be interested in some-
thing they don't even know about yet.  

From there, if you’re talking about streetwear gener-
ally, there are other people and other companies doing 
that too. They’re just not hitting it as often, but they’re 
still doing it. They recognize that these kids have their 
own ideas, thoughts, culture, and universe. They need to 
respect that in order to be a part of it. They don't try and 
dictate necessarily to the kids. It's a back and forth. It's 
like, "Hey, we like this. You like that? Cool. We can do a 
little bit of that, but here’s something you never heard of. 
Check this out." It creates this really interesting dynamic.

A Noah store is opening this fall in New York. What else 
can we expect later this year?
Yeah, we’re opening a store. We’re doing a little tem-
porary in-store thing with Bergdorf, as well, this fall. 
Honestly, you’re not going to see a ton of collaborations 
this fall and all that kind of stuff. It's really about get-
ting people to start thinking about brands in a new way. 
Most brands tell you how to be. They don't really give 
you the opportunity to really be it, though. Does that 
make sense? If you buy Ralph Lauren, you’re not going 
to wake up tomorrow with a house in East Hampton. 
Your kid is not going to be wearing a blue blazer on the 
beach. It doesn’t happen by buying it. What I’m actually 
trying to do is, if you do come to our store, the things we 
talk about, we might do together. We might engage in a 
way where you participate in some of the things we were 
actually talking about. You might become a runner or 
you might decide, “You know what? Fuck it. I’m going to 

the beach or taking a day off and going to do something 
I should’ve done five years ago.”

Sachin, you’re going to see the places that I went to 
and still go to, and you’re going to know what it looks 
like and know what it feels like. I'm pretty willing to 
bet that, at some point, you’re going to return to those 
places we're going to. And you will be like, "Oh, I went 
to this place in Gilgo Beach one time with Brendon, and 
it was really nice. You should go there." That's kind of 
what we’re trying to accomplish. We want people to 
participate.
 
What about early 2016?
Early new year, you’ll start to hear a little bit more about 
a footwear brand that I have as well. It will be in the store 
this fall, as well, but very quietly. 
 
Under Noah?
No, Aprix. I developed it about 10 to 12 years ago with 
a friend of mine, and we just kind of shelved it. It was 
built, again, from this really honest place. I wanted this 
kind of feeling, like a relaxed, chilled, go to the beach, 
getaway kind of thing. Sophisticated without being 
stuffy. He was an adventure dude. He raced cars and had 
some sailboat racing. So Aprix was kind of like a Grand 
Prix, like a race.  

There are some other interesting things that we’re trying 
to do, like set up some runs and trying to partner with 
Parley for the Oceans, an organization trying to clean 
up the ocean. Their intention is to work with people in 
the creative field, influencers, just kind of create oppor-
tunity. And the opportunity is meant to educate and 
create real-life scenarios where you can remove plastic 
from the ocean and turn it into something. I’m trying 
to work with them on a series of projects, but the first 
would be a run from New York to Montauk over four 
days. It's 30 miles a day. 

Anything new on the surf side? 
I just discovered handplanes for bodysurfing. It's a 
totally different experience. I’ve been surfing for a 
really, really long time, and we never really used a hand-
plane. Just last week, I did it for the first time, and now 
I want to get everyone I know to learn how to bodysurf 
with a handplane.

It's so fun. Chris from Pilgrim Surf—I was at the 
beach with him last weekend, and he let me borrow 
one. Actually, on the way out, we’re going to stop down 
and buy a handplane. If there’s a little wave, I'm going 
to jump in the water right afterward. □

In Babenzien’s Brooklyn home.


